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About Litpolstar
During two decades JSC “LITPOLSTAR’’ has become
a modern, flexible, creative production company
in Lithuania, which can offer a very wide range of
goods and services provided by major supermarkets, shops, businesses, organizations and commercial equipment manufacturers. For goods and
services, flexibility, quality, creativity - the company
has become known not only in Lithuania but in foreign
countries as well.

JSC “LITPOLSTAR’’ - produced through the following areas:

Strategic tasks, activities:

- Printing works;

- Injection molding of plastics;
- External and internal production of commercials;
- POS systems;
- Industrial production;
- Non-standard products;

- Engraving;
- Continuous improvement of quality, environmental and OHS management system according to - Laser cutting;
DIN EN ISO 9001: 2008, BS EN ISO 14001: 2005 and
- 3D milling.
OHSAS 18001: 2007 standards;
- Develop a sense of personal liability of staff allowing
their qualifications;
- Identify the needs of product users, to analyze and
implement projects to select rational engineering
decisions;
- Investigate the global technological development
and deployment of its achievements in practice;
- In all areas of production deployment of cleaner
production through pollution prevention, efficient
and rational use of resources;
- Comply with all applicable environmental company and the OSH requirements;
- Create and maintain a safe and healthy working
conditions in all aspects related to work and ensure
a professional risk management company;
- Periodically assess the environmental and occupational safety and health management system.
All Company employees are introduced to the
quality, environmental and OHS policy and its practice follows the regulations.
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Production
PLASTIC PRODUCTS CASTING
Injection molding of plastic:
- We use the most advanced injection molding technology products shed, weighing from 1 to 1300 g.
- By molding using PP, PE, PS, POM.PC, ABS, PA and
many other raw materials.
- We design and develop new products of industrial
design, prototype, mediate the production of molds.
- We accept orders for various molded products, we
may use customer and molds.
- Our finished product quality, delivery time, service
culture are consistent with the ISO certificate.
NON-STANDARD PLASTIC AND METAL PRODUCTS
We design and manufacture a variety of custom
products made of plastic, glass, metal, wood or other
materials.
Our company supermarkets, banks, offices, cafes,
restaurants, commercial or advertising equipment
manufacturers, logistics or exhibitions, performing
firms can provide a wide supply of goods and services,
namely, plaques, shields, “click” systems, illuminated
hoardings, internal and external advertising, content
letters, lightboxes, POS systems, distributors, menu
holders, prizes, gifts, promotions, links, banners,
flags, stands, towers and other promotional services.
ENGRAVING, LASER CUTTING, 3D MILLING
Laser cutting and engraving, three-dimensional engraving and milling.
Engraving on glass, plastic, metal, wood, leather,
paper, copper, aluminum, stainless steel and other
surfaces.
Three-dimensional mill products, manufacture of
vacuum forming molds.
Mill aluminum composite panels “Dibond”.
PRINT SERVICES
We provide various sizes of print services on acrylic,
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glass, PVC, PET, tilt, leather, plastic, metal, wood and
etc.
OTHER SERVICES
Professional acrylic gluing, polishing, grinding,
lamination. We use the most advanced and reliable
Italian technology.
If others can’t do - we will offer you our service!

Showcard Frame Systems & Accessories			
		
		
- Deko Showcard Frames
		

- Showcard Frames Accessories

		

- Showcard Stands
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Deko Showcard Frames
Plastic Showcard Frames. Code: 101101
Showcard Frames are used with accessories - special stands
and holders. It is possible to choose the desired color from the
range offered. The colors available upon request. Format: A6,
A5, A4, A3 in various colors.

Plastic Showcard Frames. Code: 101102
Showcard Frames are used with accessories - special stands
and holders. Format: A6, A5, A4, A3 transparent.

Special Showcard Frames. Code: 101403
Special Showcard Frames intended for information stands or /
and for Wall-mounted Holders. It is possible to choose the desired color from the range offered. The colors available upon
request. Format: A4.

Basket display for shopping trolleys A4 landscape. Code: 101349
Basket display (format: horizontal A4) is suitable for almost all
shopping trolleys and is placing your adverts at the customer’s focus: straight ahead in first sight. Take advantage of the
possibility to present your message double-sided. It is possible
to choose the desired color from the range offered. The colors
available upon request.

PVC Poster Protectors. Code: 101104
PVC Poster Protectors made of PVC 0,2 mm, folded on a short
side, anti-reflective and clear. Format: A6, A5, A4, A3, A2.
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Showcard Frames Accessories
T-piece frame Fastener. Code: 101339
Suits onto tubes of Ø 8 mm.

BUC with T-piece frame Fastener. Code: 11700113
Ideal & Stable transparent Clamp with T-piece Showcard
Frames Fastener affixed on stands, baskets, different boxes,
etc. BUC clamp range up to max. 38 mm thick flange or Ø 40
mm tube.

BUC with flexible angle & frame Fastener. Code:
117001-14
Ideal & Stable transparent Clamp affixed on stands, baskets,
different boxes, etc. BUC clamp range up to max. 38 mm thick
flange or Ø 40 mm tube. Provides a flexible angle up to max.
180°.

Clamp with flexible angle & frame Fastener.
Code: 101340
These sign holders are a great, economic way to display pictures, menus or other literature. Display promotional and
marketing messages in public offices, facilities and retail environments. Transparent Cardboard Clamp with flexible angle
& frame Fastener. Clamp range up to max. 20 mm thick flange.
Provides a flexible angle up to max. 180° Plastic Frames possible to choose the desired color (red, yellow, black, white,
green). PVC Poster Protectors made of PVC 0,2 mm, folded,
anti-reflective, clear.

Flexible angle & frame Fastener. Code: 101355

Swinging screw Clamp. Code: 101327
Swinging screw Clamp for Showcards. To fix frames on the
shelves, boards, etc., with 1-53 mm thickness, not mounted.
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Showcard Frames Accessories
Tube Clamp with T-piece. Code: 101346
The Frame Holder on the tube with T-piece. Designed to be
affixed to the tubes of Ø 12 by 30 mm. The Frame must be ordered separately. We can produce different colors of it.

Magnetic Frame Holder. Code: 101325
Magnetic Frame (banner, poster) Holder (with two adjustable
suspension and axle). The frame (poster) holder for attaching
on metal surfaces. You can pivot by 180° plastic base with 4
magnets suitable for 8 mm diameter tubes. The magnet carrying capacity - max. 10 kg.

Magnetic Clip - horizontal with T-piece.
Code: 101343h
The right angle magnet Frame Clip - horizontal with T-piece.
Magnetic holder for frames mounting on a metal surface at
a right angle. The frame must be ordered separately. We can
produce different colors of it. The maximum load of magnet
2.6 kg.

Magnetic Clip - vertical with T-piece.
Code: 101344v
Parallel to the magnet Frame Clip - vertical with T-piece. Magnetic holder for horizontal frame mounting on a metal surface.
The frame must be ordered separately. We can produce different colors of it. The maximum load of magnet 2.6 kg.
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Showcard Frames Accessories
Connecting Clip. Code: 101310
The clip connects two frames together (transparent). This connector can be used to combine frames to each other. Stacking
frames can be the same or different sizes.

Hook Clip. Code: 101330
Frame holder with a hook clip (transparent). Attached to the
side edges of the frame for the wire shelves, as well as baskets
with a wire diameter of Ø 8 mm.

Ring Clip. Code: 101307
Frame holder with a ring clip (transparent) attached on
the top edge of the frame. So the frame can be hung with
the various types hooks of maximum diameter Ø 4 mm.

Fixing Clip. Code: 101306
Fixing Clip frame holder (with double-sided adhesive tape) to
a smooth and clean surface. The frame holder is fixed at right
angles or parallel to the surface. The frame holder is transparent.

Frame Support (TBST) 90° angle. Code: 101333
Frame Support (transparent) for the construction of the frame
at right angles. Placed on a flat surface. The frame is fixed in an
upright position.
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Showcard Frames Accessories
Dipped Base with T-piece. Code: 101303
The frame holder base with T-piece is dipping under the boxes,
products and etc. The colors available upon request. The base
dates: 180 x 80 mm.

Crate Clamp. Code: 101302
Used for different boxes with till 23 mm thickness. The frame
must be ordered separately. The frame is fixed on a tilted position. In that case the information is in more visible inscription.
The Crate Clamp used mostly in fruits and vegetables sections.
The colors available upon request.

Extendable Tube for wire nets. Code: 101301
Frame Holder with extendable tube for shopping trolleys and
different metal wire nets. Extendable tube made of aluminum
and adjustable height (330 to 510 mm). The top of frame holder could be with T-piece or flexible angle. Frame is order separately.

Wall Mounted Flip Display. Code: 101401
For connecting till 10 pieces of special frames. Fixed size of
Frames A4. It is possible to choose the desired color from the
range offered. The colors available upon request.

Flip Display Holder for Stand. Code: 101405
For connecting till 10 pieces of special frames on the stand.
Fixed size of frames A4. It is possible to choose the desired color from the range offered. The colors available upon request.
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Showcard Frames Accessories
Tube Clip. Code: 101355-1
The frame holder Tube Clip (transparent) is for hanging the
frame on the horizontal tube of diameter Ø 12 mm. The frame
holder Tube Clip can also used on vertical tube of diameter Ø
12 mm. The frame must be ordered separately. Can produce
different colors and sizes of the frames.

Magnetic Clip static. Code: 101344-1
Magnetic Clip static with double magnet. Magnetic holder for
frame mounting on metal surfaces. Frame must be ordered
separately. Can produce different colors.

Magnetic Clip with flexible angle. Code: 101344-R
Magnetic Clip with flexible angle up to maximum
180° and double magnet. Magnetic holder for frame
mounting on metal surfaces. Frame must be ordered separately. Can produce in different colors.

Magnetic Clip. Code: 101344-2
Magnetic Clip with double magnet. Prolonged magnetic
frame holder is recommended for larger size frames. Magnetic
holder for frame mounting on metal surfaces. Frame must be
ordered separately. We can produce different colors.

Frameless Holder. Code: 105608
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Showcard Stands
Extendable Tube Stand. Code: 101202
Extendable Tube Stand designed for flat surface, the base
can be dipped. The Plastic Long-base size: 220 x 120 mm. You
can choose the color of the product. The upper tube diameter of Ø8 mm and a lower part - Ø12 mm. The top of Frame
Holder depending on version: T-piece or flexible angle. Standard lengths: 330 to 510 mm; 500 to 1010 mm; 830 to 1510
mm; 1200 to 2000 mm. The length of Extendable Tube Stand
we can produce according to customer’s measurements.
We can produce also black color of Extendable Tube Stand.

Flip Display Stand. Code: 101406
Flip Display Holder is for connecting till 10 pieces of special
frames on the iron stand. Fixed size of Frames A4. It is possible
to choose the desired color from the range offered. The colors
are available upon request.

Round-Flip Display Stand. Code: 101402
The Round-Flip Display can be on the different height of Tube
diameter Ø25 mm. Round-Flip Display Stand or Table-TopRound Display for 20 pieces of special frames. Fixed size of
Frames A4. It is possible to choose the desired color from the
range offered. The colors are available upon request.

Fixed Tube Stand. Code: 101203
Designed for flat surface. The Plastic Round-base size Ø200
mm. You can choose the color of the product. The Fixed Tube
diameter of Ø8 mm. The top of Frame Holder depending on
version: T-piece or flexible angle. Standard lengths: 200 mm;
300 mm; 400 mm; 500 mm. The length of Fixed Tube Stand
we can produce according to customer’s measurements. Can
produce also black color of Fixed Tube stand.
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Showcard Stands
Table-Top Flip Display. Code: 101404
Table-Top Flip Display is for connecting till 8 (10) pieces of
special frames. Fixed size of frames A4. It is possible to choose
the desired color from the range offered. The colors available
upon request.

Plastic Round-base. Code: 101205
Plastic Round-base for fixed tubes of diameter Ø8 mm and size
Ø200 mm. The colors are available upon request.

Plastic Long-base. Code: 101204
Plastic Long-base for fixed and extendable tubes of diameter
Ø8 mm and Ø12 mm. Plastic Long-base size 220 x 120 mm. The
colors are available upon request.

Aluminum Extendable Tube. Code: 102202
Upper tube diameter of Ø8 mm and a lower part - Ø12 mm.
The top of frame holder depending on version: T-piece or flexible angle. Standard lengths: 330 to 510 mm; 500 to 1010 mm;
830 to 1510 mm; 1200 to 2,000 mm. The length of extendable
tube can produce according to customer’s measurements.
Also can produce black color of Aluminum Extendable Tube.

Aluminum Fixed Tube of Ø8 mm. Code: 101201
Top of frame holder depending on version: T-piece or flexible
angle. Standard lengths: 200 mm; 300 mm; 400 mm; 500 mm.
The length of fixed tube can be produce according to customer’s measurements. Can produce also black color of Aluminum
Fixed Tube.
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Label Holders 			
		
		
- Small clasp- pin
		

- Large clasp- pin

		

- Big Universal Clamp

		

- Stick label holder

		

- Rounded base label holder

		

- Long base label holder

		

- Gripper label holder & Snap clasp- pin

		

- Bottle label holder

		

- Other label holders

		

- Label holder accessories
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Small clasp-pin (SC)
Small Clasp-pin with Label Holder. Code: 1101121
SC & LH transparent. Label holder with Small Clasp-pin used
for varied food grade containers (meat, salad, fish). With
multi-functional SC & LH can be tilted to the desired angle. SC
& LH can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Small Clasp-pin with Label Holder Clip. Code:
110112-2
SC & LHC transparent. Label holder Clip with Small Clasp-pin
used for varied food grade containers (meat, salad, fish). With
multi-functional SC & LHC can be tilted to the desired angle.
SC & LHC can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Small Clasp-pin double. Code: 110112-3
SC double for label holding transparent. SC used for varied
food grade containers (meat, salad, fish). With multi-functional
SC can be tilted to the desired angle. SC can be used with 50
mm or 100 mm extension.

SC (Small Clasp-pin). Code: 110112
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Large clasp-pin (LC)
Large Clasp-pin with Label Holder Clip. Code:
110115-4
Label holder Clip with Large Clasp-pin used for varied food
grade containers (meat, salad, fish). With multi-functional LC
& LHC can be tilted to the desired angle. LC & LHC can be used
with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Large Clasp-pin with Label Holder. Code: 1101151
Label holder with Large Clasp-pin used for varied food grade
containers (meat, salad, fish). With multi-functional LC & LH
can be tilted to the desired angle. LC & LH can be used with 50
mm or 100 mm extension.

Large Clasp-pin double. Code: 110115-2
LC used for varied food grade containers (meat, salad, fish).
With multi-functional LC can be tilted to the desired angle. LC
can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Large-Small Clasp-pin. Code: 110115-3
Holder used for varied food grade containers (meat, salad,
fish). With multi-functional LSC can be tilted to the desired angle. LSC can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension. Two
different sizes of Clasp-pin combination propose flexible presentation of price or other information.

LC (Large Clasp-pin). Code: 110115
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Big Universal Clamp (BUC)
Big Universal Clamp with Label Holder. Code:
117001-1
Ideal & Stable transparent BUC & LH affixed on stands, baskets,
different boxes, etc. BUC & LH range up to maximum 38 mm
thick flange or Ø 33 mm pipe. BUC & LH can be tilted to the desired angle and can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Big Universal Clamp with Frameless Holder.
Code: 117001-2
BUC with Frameless Holder used for information storage in
hard PVC envelope.

BUC with SC. Code: 117001-3
BUC (Big Universal Clamp) with SC (Small Clasp-pin) transparent. Stable Holder mounted on the bags, stands, boxes or
clothing of various signs. Multi-functional BUC with SC can be
tilted to the desired angle. BUC with SC can be used with 50
mm or 100 mm extension.

Big Universal Clamp with Label Holder Clip.
Code: 117001-4
BUC & LHC transparent. Ideal & Stable transparent BUC & LHC
affixed on the stands, baskets, different boxes, etc. BUC & LHC
range up to max. 33 mm thick flange or Ø 33 mm pipe. BUC &
LHC can be tilted to the desired angle and can be used with 50
mm or 100 mm extension

BUC & LC (Big Universal Clamp with Large Clasp)
Code: 117001-5
Can be titled to the desired angle and can be used with 50 mm
and 100 mm extension.

BUC (Big Universal Clamp)Code: 117001
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Stick label holder
Stick Label Holder. Code: 110148-1
For sale, price presentation of flowers, area for text. Multi-functional Stick Label Holder can be tilted to the desired angle.
Stick Label Holder can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Stick Label Holder Clip. Code: 110148-2
For sale, price presentation of flowers, area for text. Multi-functional Stick LHC can be tilted to the desired angle. Stick LHC
can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Stick Small Clasp-pin. Code: 110148-3
For sale, price presentation of flowers, area for text. Multi-functional Stick SC can be tilted to the desired angle. Stick SC can
be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Stick Large Clasp-pin. Code: 110148-4
For sale, price presentation of flowers, area for text. Multi-functional Stick Label Holder can be tilted to the desired angle.
Stick Label Holder can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.
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Rounded base label holder
Rounded base LC (Large Clasp-pin). Code:
110147-1
Multi-functional Rounded base holder can be tilted to the desired angle. Rounded base holder can be used with 50 mm or
100 mm extension. Rounded base diameter Ø 50 mm.

Rounded base Label Holder. Code: 110147-2
Multi-functional Rounded base label holder can be tilted to
the desired angle. Can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension, diameter Ø 50 mm.

Rounded base SC (Small Clasp-pin). Code:
110147-3
Multi-functional Rounded base holder can be tilted to the desired angle. Can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension,
diameter Ø 50 mm.

Rounded base Label Holder Clip (LHC). Code:
110147-4
Multi-functional Rounded base LHC can be tilted to the desired angle. Rounded base LHC can be used with 50 mm or 100
mm extension, diameter Ø 50 mm.
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Long base label holder
Long base SC (Small Clasp-pin). Code: 110146-1
Multi-functional Long base SC can be tilted to the desired angle. Can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Long base LC (Large Clasp-pin). Code: 110146-2
Label Holder can be tilted to the desired angle. Long base Label Holder can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Long base Label Holder Clip (Long base LHC).
Code: 110146-3
Label Holder can be tilted to the desired angle. Long base Label Holder can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Long base Label Holder. Code: 110146-4
Label Holder can be tilted to the desired angle. Long base Label Holder can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.
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Gripper label holder & Snap clasp-pin
Gripper Label Holder. Code: 110145-1
Gripper Label Holder used for mounting on containers, saucers or trade edge. Multi-functional Label Holder can be tilted
to the desired angle. Can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Snap LC (Large Clasp-pin). Code: 110145-2
Snap LC (Large Clasp-pin) used for mounting on containers,
saucers or trade edge. Multi-functional Label Holder can be
tilted to the desired angle. Snap Label Holder can be used with
50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Snap SC (Small Clasp-pin). Code: 110145-3
Snap SC (Small Clasp-pin) used for mounting on containers,
saucers or trade edge. Multi-functional Snap SC can be tilted
to the desired angle. Snap Label Holder can be used with 50
mm or 100 mm extension.

Gripper label holder clip.. Code: 110145-4
Label holder can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.
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Bottle label holder
Bottle Label Holder. Code: 110149-1
Bottle Label Holder (transparent) is used for the presentation
of information on the bottle. Possible diameter: Ø 20 - 40 mm.
Can be tilted to the desired angle and used with 50 mm or 100
mm extension.

Bottle LC (Large Clasp-pin). Code: 110149-2
Bottle LC (Large Clasp-pin) (transparent) is used for the presentation of information on the bottle. Possible diameter: Ø 20
- 40 mm. Can be tilted to the desired angle. Bottle Label Holder
can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.

Bottle SC (Small Clasp-pin). Code: 110149-3
Bottle SC (Small Clasp-pin) (transparent) is used for the presentation of information on the bottle. Possible diameter: Ø 20
- 40 mm. Can be tilted to the desired angle. Bottle Label Holder
can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm extension.
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Other label holders
Wire Label Holder (LH). Code: 110160
Standard length of Wire LH are 40 mm or 120 mm. Can produce according to the customer’s measurements.

Label Holder 90°. Code: 110104
Label holder 90 ° (clear) built on a flat, stable surface. The label
is fixed in a vertical position.

Label Holder 75°. Code: 110105
Label holder 75° (clear) built on a flat, stable surface. The label
is fixed in a vertical position.

Price band Label Holder. Code: 110121
Price band Label Holder used for sale hanging on a standard
40 mm high price band

Snap Holder. Code: 110145

Ring Label Holder. Code: 110144
For sausages and used for information presentation of price
or/ and about meat products (sausages, meat rolls and etc).
Multi-functional Ring Label Holder can be tilted to the desired
angle. Ring Label Holder can be used with 50 mm or 100 mm
extension. Diameters are: Ø20 mm; Ø30 mm; Ø45 mm and
Ø80 mm.
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Label holders accessories
Connecting piece. Code: 110182

Laber holder. Code: 110176

Label Holder Clip. Code: 110176-1

Extender. Code: 110180
Two different length: 50 mm and 100 mm

Ring Holder. Code: 110143
Measurements: Ø 20 mm, Ø 30 mm, Ø 45 mm and Ø 80 mm.

Rounded base. Code: 110147
Rounded base diameter Ø 50 mm.

Bottle holder. Code: 110149

Long base. Code: 110146
Measurements: 40x75 mm
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Office Supplies

		
		
- Business Card Holders
		- File Trays
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Business Card Holders
Business Card Holder. Code: 105500
One section horizontal business card holder with back-part
(93×18 mm).

Business Card Holder. Code: 105501
One section horizontal business card holder (93×18 mm).

Business Card Holder. Code: 105502
One section horizontal business card holder with long backpart.

Business Card Holder. Code: 105503
Four section horizontal business card holder. Holder designed
for four steps business cards keeping.

Business Card Holder. Code: 105504
Eight section horizontal business card holder. Holder designed
for double four steps business cards keeping.
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File Trays
File Trays. Code: 12L-SK
File trays for A4. Cases are placed on top of one another. Available color: transparent. Dimensions: 68x245x345mm.

File Trays. Code: 12L-D
File trays for A4. Cases are placed on top of one another. Available color: brown-transparent. Dimensions: 68x245x345mm.
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Brochure Holders

		
		
- Table-top Brochure Holders
		

- Wall-mounted Brochure Holders

		

- Multipurpose Brochure Holders
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Table-top Brochure Holders
One section Table-top Brochure Holder with
back-part. Code: 105100
Available sizes: A4 (230×30 mm); A5 (160×30 mm); A6 (110×30
mm).

Two sections Table-top Brochure Holder with
back-part. Code: 105101
Available size: A6 (110×45 mm).

Two sections Table-top Brochure Holder with
back-part. Code: 105102
Available size: A6 (112×30 mm).

Three sections Table-top Brochure Holder. Code:
105103
Available sizes: A4 (230×30 mm), A5 (160×30 mm).
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* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product.

Table-top Brochure Holders
Two sections side by side Table-top Brochure
Holder. Code: 105105
Available size: A5 (2x162×32 mm).

Three sections side by side Table-top Brochure
Holder. Code: 105106
Format: A6.

One section Table-top Brochure Holder Horizontal. Code: 105107
Format: A4 (330×32 mm).

Four sections one behind the other Table-top
Brochure Holder Horizontal. Code: 105108
Format: A4.

* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product.
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Wall-mounted Brochure Holders
One section wall-mounted Brochure Holder
Horizontal. Code: 105206
Format: A4 (330×32 mm).

Two sections side by side wall-mounted Brochure Holder. Code: 105204
Format: A5 (155×38×2 mm).

Three sections side by side wall-mounted Brochure Holder. Code: 105205
Format A6 (110×38×3 mm).

Wall-mounted Brochure Holder “N”.
Code: 105305
Wall-mounted three sections brochure holder. Expand as
required (simply hang another one on). Can also be used
as single tier. Format: A4. Pack size: 3 singles per box (only
available in packs).

Wall-mounted three sections Brochure Holder.
Code: 105200
Format: A4 (230×30x3mm).
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* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product.

Multipurpose Brochure Holders
One sections Table-top or Wall-mounted Brochure Holder. Code: 105300
Format A4 (230×30 mm), A5 (160×30 mm), A6 (110×30 mm).
If Brochure Holder is used as Table-top Holder - it used with a
special stand.

Four sections side by side Table-top or
Wall-mounted Brochure Holder. Code: 105301
Format A6. If Brochure Holder is used as Table-top Holder - it
used with special stand.

Two sections Table-top or Wall-mounted Brochure Holder. Code: 105303
Format: A5 (160×45 mm).

Three sections Table-top or Wall-mounted Brochure Holder. Code: 105304
Format: A6 (104×30 mm).

* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product.
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Display & Information Holders
		
		
- Acrylic Display
		

- PVC Information Holders
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Acrylic Display
Information Stand. Code: 105602
Acrylic stand for the small format of information presentation. Dimensions (height x width): 40x50, 50x70, 55x75, 55x80,
65x100 mm. Also can produce according to the customer’s
measurements.

Acrylic Menu Stand. Code: 105601
Acrylic Menu Stand for the presentation of information from
the two sides. Available in sizes: A3, A4, A5, A6. Can produce
according to the customer’s measurements.

Acrylic L-shape information Stand. Code: 105600
Acrylic L-shape information Stand for the presentation of information. It can be placed vertically or horizontally. Available
in sizes: A3, A4, A5, A6, A7. Can produce according to the customer’s measurements.
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PVC Information Holders
Stand holder. Code: 111115
Excellent substitute comparable products of acrylic - lightweight, unbreakable, easy to use. Made from unbreakable
transparent plastic. The most popular sizes: A4, A5, A6, A7.
Upon your request, we produce other sizes.

Protective envelope. Code: 111114
Envelope to protect the various information labels on fast
damage. Using these label holders also receive an additional
stiffness. Upon your request, we manufacture a variety of sizes.
The most popular sizes: 42x75, 42x112, 61x71 mm.

Protective Showcard Pocket with one punched
hole. Code: 111113
The pockets can be mounted with various hooks help, keeps
information signs from fast damage and used for a small
measurement of information signboards. Popular label sizes:
40x90, 90x40, 60x110, 110x60, 150x80 mm.

Protective Showcard Pocket with two punched
holes. Code: 111112
The pocket can be mounted with various hooks help, keeps
information signs from fast damage, they are for standard
measurement of information signboards. The most popular
sizes: A6, A5, A4, A3, A2 and A1. We can supply the pockets
with printing press.

Static protective Pocket for Showcards. Code:
111111
Pocket is mounted on a wire. The pocket protects the information signs on fast damage. Upon your request, we manufacture a variety of sizes.
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PVC Information Holders
Adhesive protective Showcard Pocket. Code:
111110
The holder is affixed to a flat surface (can be used
with magnetic and adhesive tape), the front wall of
the protection of information signs on fast damage.
Upon your request, we manufacture a variety of sizes.

Adhesive Holding Tape for Showcards. Code:
111109
The tape is stuck to a flat surface. By adjusting the distance
between the two parallel lines can be mounted at the different
heights of Showcards. Upon your request, we manufacture a
variety of sizes.

Adhesive Holding Tape. Code: 111108
The tape is stuck to a flat surface. The front part protects goods
from falling out. Used when it is difficult to place the relevant
information. Upon your request, we manufacture a variety of
sizes.

Adhesive Protective Pocket-Tape for Showcards.
Code: 111107
The pocket-tape is sticking on a flat surface. Used when it is
difficult to place important information. Upon your request,
we manufacture a variety of sizes.

Protective Pocket-Tape with special bolts for
Showcards. Code: 111106
Protective Pocket-Tape with special bolts for Showcards is attached to the flat surface. Used when it is difficult to place the
relevant information. Upon your request, we manufacture a
variety of sizes.
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* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product (size,
thickness of material etc.)

PVC Information Holders
Adhesive bottom Protective Pocket-Tape for
Showcards. Code: 111105
Adhesive bottom Protective Pocket-Tape for Showcards is
sticking on the top of the shelves (can be used with magnetic
and adhesive tape). Used when it is difficult to place the relevant information. Upon your request, we manufacture a variety of sizes.

Adhesive top Protective
Showcards. Code: 111104

Pocket-Tape

for

Adhesive top Protective Pocket-Tape for Showcards
is sticking on the top of the shelves (can be used with
magnetic and adhesive tape). Used when it is difficult to
place the relevant information. Upon your request, we
manufacture a variety of sizes.

Double-sided Tent Display. Code: 111103
Excellent substitute comparable products of acrylic - lightweight, unbreakable, easy to use. It is comfortable for small
informational messages when the information must be visible
from both sides. Made from unbreakable transparent plastic.
The most popular sizes: 42x60, 42x80, 42x112 mm. Upon your
request, we produce other sizes.

Tent Display. Code: 111102
Excellent substitute comparable products of acrylic - lightweight, unbreakable, easy to use. It is comfortable for small
informational messages. It’s made from unbreakable transparent plastic. The most popular sizes: 42x60, 42x80, 42x112 mm.
Upon your request, we produce other sizes.

“L” Display. Code: 111101
Excellent substitute comparable products of acrylic - lightweight, unbreakable, easy to use. It is comfortable for small
informational messages. It’s made from unbreakable transparent plastic. The most popular sizes: 42x60, 42x80, 42x112 mm.
Upon your request, we produce other sizes.
* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product (size,
thickness of material etc.)
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Acrylic Products
		
		- Boxes
		

- Acrylic Information Holders

		

- Various acrylic products
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Boxes
Boxes of acrylic. Boxes are manufactured according to individual customer preferences (boxes can be in different design,
size, material thickness and color).

Acrylic box. Code: 170A

Acrylic box. Code: 590A

Acrylic box at the count (right side). Code: 91A-r

Acrylic box at the count (left side). Code: 91A-l
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* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product (size,
thickness of material etc.)

Acrylic Information Holders
Acrylic Information Holder. Acrylic Information Holders are
manufactured according to individual customer preferences

(Holder can be in different design, size, material thickness and
color).

Information Holder. Code: 133A

Information Holder. Code: 631A

Information Holder for Slat wall. Code: 49A

Information Holder. Code: 628A (green), 629A
(brown) and 630A (yellow)

* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product (size,
thickness of material etc.)
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Various acrylic products
Holder for Pharmacy. Code: 54A

Holder for walkman. Code: 149A

Acrylic stand. Code: 638A
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* all products producing under the individual request, the
price is given under request of each individual product (size,
thickness of material etc.)

Hanging Accessories

		
		
- Hooks (plastic) & Fastening systems
		

- Hooks (metal)
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Hooks (plastic) & Fastening systems
“C” plastic Hook. Code: 102114
“C” plastic Hooks are for mounting signs or information to connect with each other. Manufactured from clear or white plastic. Height 39 mm.

Plastic Hook. Code: 263A
Plastic Hook (for Banner, Poster) for mounting on Ø 8 mm diameter aluminum tube.

“S” Plastic Hook. Code: 636A
“S” Plastic Hook (for Banner, Poster) for mounting on tube till
Ø 17 mm diameter. “S” Plastic Hook can be 78 or 108 mm long.

Profile Plastic Hook. Code: 637A
Profile mounting plastic hook (for banner, poster). Plastic hook
long 83 mm.

Vacuum holder with hook. Code: 110140
Vacuum holder with hook for bonding on a very flat and stable
surface for banners or/and posters.

Eyehole adhesive. Code: 102401
Eyehole adhesive designed for easy attachment of signs. Affixed to a flat, clean and dry surface. Dimensions 20 x 20 mm,
diameter 3 mm eyelets.
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Hooks (metal)
“S” Hook. Code: 102108
“S” hooks are for mounting signs or information to connect
with each other. Size: wire diameter of 2 mm and a height of
59 mm.

“S” irregular Hook. Code: 102109
“S” irregular hooks are for information boards for hanging.
Size: diameter of 2 mm and a height of 65 mm.

“S” Hook. Code: 102110
“S” hooks are for mounting signs or information to connect
with each other. Possible dimensions: wire diameter of 4,0
mm, height 55 mm.

“S” irregular Hook. Code: 102111
“S” irregular hooks are for information boards for hanging.
Size: diameter of 2 mm and a height of 28 mm, 44 mm.

Double Hook. Code: 102106
Double metal hook for hanging signs in the selected height.
Wire diameter of 2 mm. Standard lengths: 400 mm, 500 mm or
700 mm. Bracket lengths are made according the customer’s
measurements.

“C” Hook. Code: 102107
“C” Hooks are for mounting signs or connection to each other.
Conductor diameter: 2 mm. Length: 35 mm. Available various
“C” shape according to customer needs.
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Shelf dividers & Other products
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Shelf dividers

Shelf dividers- designed to separate the goods and
orderly arrangement of shelves.

Acrylic Shelf Dividers. Acrylic Shelf Dividers are manufactured
according to individual customer preferences.

Dividers can be in different design, size, material thickness and
color.

Shelf divider. Code: 632A

Shelf divider. Code: 633A

Shelf divider. Code: 634A

Shelf divider. Code: 635A

Shelf divider. Code: 127A
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* all dividers are producing under the individual request

Folding boxes
Storage box. Code: 721A
Material: PVC
Are producing under the individual request. Available size:
470x 340 x 240 mm.
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